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Abstract--Earlier investigations [1] have revealed that mirror double frieze types were used in the 
ornamental art of the Old Hungarians, on archaeological finds from the tenth century A.D. On 
archaeological finds from the Avar-Onogurian times (seventh to ninth century A.D.) a rich variation set 
of double frieze patterns has been discovered by the author. Over mirror reflection, half turn and simple 
translation also occur as doubling operations of ornamental friezes on belt buckles, the main finds of the 
Avar-Onogurian archaeology. After the elaboration of the mathematical background of all kinds of 
double friezes built from a simple element, he possible technological roots of these ornamental inventions 
have been discussed and their relations to the plane symmetry patterns ummarized. The suggestion, that 
double friezes were cut out of plane symmetry patterns made mainly by weaving makes the technological 
origin of these ornamental structures probable. 
The structural classification of ornamental adornations has been used in a comparison of different 
cultural communities. Both the frequency of occurrence of different frieze, double frieze and plane 
symmetry structures and the inventive developments of basic (natural) patterns are characteristic to
cultural communities. Examples of the survival of structures and the distribution of m-g structure from 
the supposed Pontusian Greeko-Scythian source region have been shown. 
J 
Weaving pattern on a belt buckle from Avar-Onogurian archaeology. Cour- 
tesy of l~va Garam, Hungarian National Museum Budapest. (Tiszafiired- 
Majoros, 577 grave.) 
INTRODUCTION 
Ornaments from different parts of the world show that inventions were always present with man. 
In the organization ofthe ornament we can find old discoveries about he structure of arrangements 
on the plane, but these discoveries are hidden in the colors and rich forms of folk art or in 
sculpturings and carvings on metal, bone or pottery relics of ancient peoples among the findings 
in archaeology. 
A tool is necesssary to decipher these discoveries: the concepts and language of geometry, the 
oldest branch of mathematics. Although the constructors did not understand mathematics, they 
did do it. How? 
Ornaments are built up from repeating discrete congruent elements in a regular way. There is 
a strong concept o determine and classify the variable appearance of structures generally called 
regular. This concept is Symmetry. The concept had been developed originally by the Greeks with 
the meaning: proportional, commensurable (the whole to its parts). Today symmetry is an 
operation which can be carried out on a regular pattern without causing any changes in the pattern. 
Symmetry may rearrange some or all of the building congruent elements, but keeps the pattern 
unchanged as a whole. So symmetry preserves the pattern in its state, leaves the structure invariant. 
Therefore symmetry belongs to the pattern, it is a characteristic of the structure, The best known 
symmetry is the external mirror symmetry of many animals and man. This symmetry frequently 
characterizes folk art arrangements [2] like that in Fig. 1, which is a life-tree scene, preserved from 
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Fig. 1. Mirror-symmetric structure from Hungarian folk art and three different characteristics of this 
structure with respect to the meaning of the symmetry operations. 
old myths all over the world. Not only one symmetry belongs to a regular pattern, but a family 
of them, which is called a group; the symmetry group of the pattern. The structure of the 
ornamental pattern can be given by its symmetry group in which different symmetries of the pattern 
are inter-related. But the symmetry group can be built up by only some of the symmetries of the 
group, because of these inter-relations. The generators of different symmetry groups on the plane 
may be translations, rotations, reflections and their combinations. In the case of the generation 
of discrete frieze groups (which is the name of regular discrete arrangements of elements along the 
line), translation, mirror reflection, glide reflection, half turn and some of their combinations 
determine seven different ypes. They are given in Fig. 2 with their generators, imple patterns, 
natural patterns visible in everyday phenomena and with an ornament of the Old Hungarians from 
the Carpathian Basin, ninth to tenth century A.D. 
OLD HUNGARIAN ORNAMENTAL ART 
I began structural studies using the symmetry principle on the archaeoiogical finds from the Old 
Hungarians. They are characterized by palmette motifs on the level of form-elements. On the level 
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Fig. 2. Upper half." classical frieze groups given by their simple patterns, generators, patterns visible in 
everyday phenomena and their representation in Old Hungarian ornamental rt (the archaeological sites 
are also given). Lower half." the double friezes discovered in Old Hungarian art are given by their simple 
patterns and some representatives (the archaeological sites are also given). 
of structures, all seven symmetry types appeared in ornaments but I recognized more complex 
patterns, too. If I consider the patterns of  friezes as threads, these more complex patterns are double 
threads. This was the point in the investigation when I began to suspect intuitive mathematical 
developments in ornamental art. Because the seven frieze patterns appear in nature, but the double 
frieze patterns do not. Double friezes stand halfway between friezes and plane symmetry groups 
(which are sometimes called wallpaper groups after the regular patterns of  tapestries). Mathematics 
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Fig. 3. Some archaeological finds from the Hungarian Conquest, ninth to tenth century A.D., in the 
Carpathian Basin showing the rich ornamental rt of the Old Hungarians. 
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Fig. 4. The 17 plane symmetry groups given by their simple patterns and 10 of their representations with 
patterns from natural phenomena (cm, p6m, cmm) and from technologies (fur-fitting--pmg--from the 
Ethnographical Museum of Budapest, the curtain is from Hanti art, Western Siberia; woven structures-- 
pgg, p4g, ping, pgg; and chained ring structures--p6, p4). Compare them with the double friezes in 
Fig. 7. 
also gives the whole set of different regular arrangements of the plane on the level of invariance 
by symmetry transformations [3]. These 17 plane symmetry groups are given in Fig. 3 by their 
simple patterns. Some of them can be found in nature, e.g. the structure of feathers on birds 
(cm type), the structure of a regular honeycomb (p6m type) or the structure of the skin of reptiles 
(cmm type), but more of them can be discovered in technologies. For example, optimal fitting of 
furs results in a ping pattern, so it is only indirectly present in nature; its discovery is forced by 
conditions, the necessity to find extreme solutions in combinations of elements [4]. This is the case 
for different weaving and thread, or chain-connecting, technologies, as shown in Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 5. The archaeological sites of the sabretache plates found in the Carpathian Basin from the Hungarian 
Conquest, ninth to tenth century A.D. The six sabretache plates with cm-typ¢ ornamental structures are 
shown with their fine adornations. 
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The most frequently occurring structure of plane symmetry t pes is the cm one among the finds 
of Old Hungarians' archaeological re ics. This structure has been found on saddles, on a silver cup, 
but mainly on sabretache plates. Sabretache plates were decimeter-sized metallic (silver with gold 
covering) plates, they were the coverings for the holders of fire instruments. The sabretache plates 
of leaders were adorned with rich ornamentation built up from palmettes, frequently in a life-tree 
structure. The very rich ornamental design is so characteristic of these plates that this period of 
art of conquering Hungarians i called the Art of Sabretache plates in art history of the Carpathian 
Basin (Fig. 5). 
Ornamental structures can be used in sketching the development ofOld Hungarian ornamental 
art. Old Hungarians preferred a "family" of structures which can be deduced from each other (Fig. 
6). They are constructed from two kinds of "molecules" of form-elements--the mirror symmetric 
palmette bunch and the palmette thread with lg frieze structure--unifying them in the mirror 
double frieze. From here two directions of development were followed: (1) they enlarged the double 
frieze by repeating it infinitely on the plane by two parallel mirrors, so forming a cm-type pattern; 
or (2) they individualized palmette bunches taking them out of the palmette-net, but preserving 
its mirror symmetry. 
What are the roots of Old Hungarian ornamental rt considering only its structural side? It is 
necessary to study the cultural relations of the community to answer this question. The Old 
Hungarians came to the Carpathian Basin from the Pontusian steppe; on the other hand, remnants 
of Avars and Avar-Onogurians have been found in the Carpathian Basin. Structure of ornaments 
seems to be a surviving deep layer of the ornament, it is a kind of heritage of a community. 
Therefore I began to study the ornamental rt of the Avar-Onogurian people, who were the last 
great migration into the Carpathian Basin (in the seventh century A.D.) before the Hungarian 
Conquest [5]. 
AVAR-ONOGURIAN ORNAMENTAL ART 
Belt buckles are the most characteristic findings in the Avar-Onogurian archaeology from the 
seventh to the tenth century A.D. A far richer variety of double friezes has been found on them 
in my studies than in the Old Hungarian period. The description and classification of the 
ornamental structures of Avar-Onogurian double friezes needs a slightly different approach to 
frieze patterns from that which concerns the seven frieze groups. We turn our attention to the 
congruency operations which can generate the frieze pattern from one element. Earlier we saw that 
four simple congruencies can be generators of operators of repetition in frieze structure building: 
the translation (with grid unit), the half turn, the mirror reflection and the glide reflection. As a 
fifth operation, a composite one can also generate regular epetition of a simple element along the 
line: it can be composed from half turn and mirror reflection (for example). The symbols of these 
five generators and their patterns are, respectively: t, 2, m, g and mg. To these five basic frieze 
patterns the frieze groups of 11, 12, m 1, lg and mg can be related. But the patterns of the sixth 
and seventh frieze groups lm and mm can not be fitted to these five basic patterns, because in them 
the repeating simple elements are double perpendicular to the direction of the line of the frieze 
pattern (by mirror reflection), so they exhibit a double frieze structure. 
Studying Avar-Onogurian frieze ornaments gave me the idea of deducing them by doubling the 
five basic frieze pattern types [6]. This doubling can be carried out by the four simple frieze-building 
congruencies: t, 2, m and g. Using them as element generators perpendicular to the five (ready) 
basic frieze patterns (i.e. perpendicular to t, 2, m, g and mg patterns) I could obtain 20 different 
double frieze patterns, as shown in Fig. 7 (left side). The elements generated by the doubling 
operation--individually e ement by element--form a frize pattern which is a duplication (a 
congruent pair) of the initial pattern and parallel to it. (Metaphorically it is a kind of 
"DNA-doubling" on the plane along the line, with different kinds of doubling operations.) For 
comparison the Avar-Onogurian belt buckles have been tabulated in a similar order. (In Fig. 7 a 
supplementary first row was given to double friezes: the five basic friezes and their counterparts 
among the belt buckles from Avar-Onogurian art.) 
The operation of doubling afrieze pattern can be continued in the direction in which it was begun 
(i.e. perpendicular to the initial given frieze pattern) and so newer and newer copies of the starting 
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Fig. 6. We can use ornamental structures to sketch the developments in ornamental art. The Old 
Hungarians preferred a "family" of structures which can be deduced from each other. They can be 
constructed from two form-"molecules" byoperations which double a frieze by a mirror and then stretch 
the frieze over the whole plane with two parallel reflections. Further developments were the individu- 
alization of a plamette bunch taken from the net. 
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Fig. 7. Classification of Avar-Onogurian double friezes according to their pattern-forming operations. 
Columns mark the order vertically, rows mark the order in the horizontal direction. The archaeological 
sites of the belt buckles are: t, Nagymfigocs-Otompa; g, Mfirtrly (Csongrfid c.); 2, Klfirafalva (Csongrfid 
c.); t - 2, Tiszafiired-Majoros; m - t, Csuny (Moson c.); m - g, Gyrr; m - m, Nemesvrlgy (Moson c.); 
m -2 ,  0frlde~ik (Csan~d c.); m - rag ,  Keszthely; 2 -  t, Reg61y (Tolna c.); 2 -  g, Tiszafiired-Majoros; 
2 - 2, Szeged-Kundomb. 
frieze pattern can be added to the earlier ones, according to the order of the doubling operation. 
This is the point where plane symmetric structure forming technologies may appear as associations, 
as generators of ideas as to the origin of or intellectual background for the intuitive mathematical 
developments of Avar-Onogurian ornaments, the double friezes. 
It is a common condition for regular structure building technologies that during the construction 
repeating congruent elements must be fitted in at least two main directions. If the fitting (the 
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Table 1. Matrix of connections and generating relations between 5 simple frieze patterns, 20 double friezes 
and 9 plane symmetry groups (with second order rotations only) 
Plane symmetry group 
of the enlarged 
double frieze 
Double frieze t g m 2 mg 
t (translation with a grid unit) t - t t - g t - m t - 2 t - mg 
p 1 pg  pm p 2 pmg 
g (glide reflection) g - t g - g g - m g - 2 g -mg 
pg  pgg  cm pgg g x mg 
m (mirror r~flection--two parallel mirrors) m - t m - g m - m m - 2 m - mg 
pm cm prom pmg cram 
2 (half turn) 2 - t 2 - g 2 - m 2 - 2 2 - mg 
p 2 pgg  p ing  p 2 2 × mg 
mg (half turn and mirror reflection) pmg g x mg cmm 2 ×mg rag x mg 
The symbolization of the matrix elements g × rag, 2 × mg and mg × mg mean, that the symmetry group of 
the structure characterizes not the element arrangement of the pattern, but the arrangement of 
"molecules" built from elements of the generator f ieze patterns (see Fig. 8). 
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Fig. 8. Plane symmetry groups and their different patterns (according to the woven structure in Table 1) 
with examples to show the redundancy when double friezes are cut out of them. In the fourth row the 
three "molecular" symmetry patterns from Table 1 are shown and their "molecular" blocks are marked 
with a frame. 
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Fig. 9. The survival of ornamental structures in the Carpathian Basin from the Arpfid House Kings period 
(archaeological sites and ages are given). 
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Fig. 10. Frequency of occurrence of freize, double frieze and plane symmetry patterns (not higher than 
second order rotations). (A) In Romanic architecture during the A.rpgtd House Kings from Hungary 
(Gerevich Collection). (B) In ornamental rt of the Conquesting Hungarians (B6rczi Collection). (C) 
Avar-Onogurian ornamental rt from seventh to ninth century A.D. (Hampel Collection). (D) Pontusian- 
Scythian ornamental rt (Artamonov-Forman Collection). (E) Altai-Seythian ornamental rt (Rudenko 
Collection). (F) Celtic ornamental rt (D&~helette Collection). (G) Greek ornamental rt (Schuchhardt 
Collection). 
attaching) of neighbouring elements i uniform in a direction, then to this attaching operation one 
of the four simple frieze generator congruencies can be corresponded in the geometry. Four of them 
appear in Fig. 7. Their continuation means repetition of the same type of congruency. The fifth 
type, which is a composite one, can be used as an alternately changing operation of two different 
generator congruencies: with the earlier example this composite mg fitting can be the alternation 
of half turn and mirror reflection. 
The continuation of the doubling operation results in the double friezes growing into patterns 
which are enlarged on the plane. So our matrix of double friezes in Fig. 7 transforms into a matrix 
where plane symmetry patterns appear in the cross-places of rows and columns. Completing this 
matrix with the fifth enlarging enerator operation--the composite mg alternating operation--a 
fifth row is added to it and so the whole matrix becomes ymmetric. In the matrix in Table 1 the 
matrix elements are given by the symbols of the patterns of the plane symmetry groups, 
respectively. If we compare the Table 1 matrix to Fig. 4 we can see that the first 9 plane symmetry 
groups of the whole set of 17 appear in Table 1. The common characteristics of these nine types 
is that they all have rotational symmetry not higher than second order. The nine types are the 
following: p 1, p2, pm pg, cm ping, pgg, prom and cmm. 
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Fig. 1 I. Occurrences of the m - g structure among archaeological finds from the Eurasian steppe belt. 
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Fig. 12. The characteristic pattern of a Pontusian-Scythian gold dish from Kul Oba Kurgan (Krim 
Peninsula) shows the oldest o date occurrence of the m - g double frieze structure, in the fifth century 
Comparison of Table 1 with Fig. 7 shows the redundancy of the plane symmetry groups with 
respect o the given classification of double frieze types. This redundancy is more obvious in Fig. 
8, where double friezes are considered as bands cut out from different plane symmetry patterns. 
The redundancy of plane symmetry patterns means that a double frieze pattern can be cut out from 
different plane patterns, and, on the other hand, more than one double frieze band can be cut out 
from one plane symmetry pattern. This means that one kind of pattern discovered from technology 
could serve as the sample pattern for more than one double frieze type. Therefore, the classification 
of double friezes given earlier in the paper is more exact in distinguishing double frieze patterns 
than plane symmetry patterns. 
THE SYMMETRY METHOD IN ARCHAEOLOGY 
The structure identification method can be used in two different approaches in archaeology. But 
the two approaches have common roots. The universality of basic structures, both in their natural 
appearance and their mathematical background. In more detail, the universality of structures 
summarized by the symmetry approach means that from natural phenomena nd technological 
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activities all kinds of structural basic types could have been discovered and used in ornamental 
adornations in all communities. However, the development beyond this basic set is a result of 
intellectual work and so may be characteristic of a cultural community. From the universal set of 
basic structures--on the other hand---communities might have selected, and so distinguished and 
preferred, different types [by cultural customs, traditional representations (e.g. Fig. 9) etc.], so the 
frequency of occurrence of different basic patterns may also be characteristic of a cultural 
community. Therefore, two kinds of measurement have been carried out in my archaeological 
research. I have measured extra developments (in a different sense in Hanti art [l])--and now 
especially in Avar-Onogurian and Old Hungarian archaeology--and the frequency of occurrence 
(Fig. 10) of different ornamental structures in great collections of archaeological materials from 
cultural communities of the Old Hungarians, Avar-Onogurians [7], Pontusian Scythians [8] and 
Altai-Scythians [9], from Celtic [10] and Greek [11] collections and, finally, architecture in the 
Carpathian Basin during the Arp~id House Kings of Hungary [12]. Concentrating on the 
ornamental structures of peoples, stratifying each on the others in time (communities on earlier 
communities), I have observed the survival of characteristic structures. Those of the 
lg--m -g - -cm structural series are especially prominent. At the same time, differences between 
different ages might have been caused by the appearance (migration) of new communities with new 
customs. (Among other archaeological finds, changes in motifs discussed in art history also prove 
changes in cultural ife occurred uring the same period.) 
In a third branch of research I have searched for the earliest occurrences of the characteristic 
m-g  structure. This structure occurs all over the Eurasian steppe (Fig. 11) from the Great 
Migration Period, scattered by steppe peoples, and can be found mainly on belt buckles. The 
earliest occurrence (to date) of this structure is from Pontusian Scythia (Iron Age, fifth century 
B.C.) from the Krim Peninsula (Fig. 12). The structure appears in a 12-droplet form on a gold 
dish among the relics from a Kurgan excavation at Kul Oba [13]. Judging by the head of Madusa 
which adorns the structure, it had a Greeko-Scythian master. This structure did not occur in the 
Celtic, Greek and Altai-Scythian collections from the same period. 
A more comprehensive comparison of ornamental structures can be carried out when the 
structural method, the identification and classification of ornamental structures, becomes an 
accepted, standard part of the description of archaeological finds. Until that time, individual 
comparative works may help in the development of the structural method in archaeology. 
SUMMARY 
In my work I have shown possible technological roots of ornamental structures from archae- 
ological finds, mainly from the Carpathian Basin. I have also suggested different methods to use 
from symmetry investigations on ornamental rt from archaeological finds. I have presented the 
first results based on these methods: inventive developments of double frieze patterns in Old 
Hungarian and Avar-Onogurian ornamental rt; frequency of occurrence of frieze, double frieze 
and plane symmetry structures incollections of cultural communities; and examples of survival and 
scattering of characteristic structures. 
Both the mathematical background of the rich set of double friezes and the adaptation of the 
structural method in archaeology promise further ewards from using the symmetry principle for 
investigations on structure in different disciplines. 
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